From molecular design and materials construction to organic nanophotonic devices.
CONSPECTUS: Nanophotonics has recently received broad research interest, since it may provide an alternative opportunity to overcome the fundamental limitations in electronic circuits. Diverse optical materials down to the wavelength scale are required to develop nanophotonic devices, including functional components for light emission, transmission, and detection. During the past decade, the chemists have made their own contributions to this interdisciplinary field, especially from the controlled fabrication of nanophotonic molecules and materials. In this context, organic micro- or nanocrystals have been developed as a very promising kind of building block in the construction of novel units for integrated nanophotonics, mainly due to the great versatility in organic molecular structures and their flexibility for the subsequent processing. Following the pioneering works on organic nanolasers and optical waveguides, the organic nanophotonic materials and devices have attracted increasing interest and developed rapidly during the past few years. In this Account, we review our research on the photonic performance of molecular micro- or nanostructures and the latest breakthroughs toward organic nanophotonic devices. Overall, the versatile features of organic materials are highlighted, because they brings tunable optical properties based on molecular design, size-dependent light confinement in low-dimensional structures, and various device geometries for nanophotonic integration. The molecular diversity enables abundant optical transitions in conjugated π-electron systems, and thus brings specific photonic functions into molecular aggregates. The morphology of these micro- or nanostructures can be further controlled based on the weak intermolecular interactions during molecular assembly process, making the aggregates show photon confinement or light guiding properties as nanophotonic materials. By adoption of some active processes in the composite of two or more materials, such as energy transfer, charge separation, and exciton-plasmon coupling, a series of novel nanophotonic devices could be achieved for light signal manipulation. First, we provide an overview of the research evolution of organic nanophotonics, which arises from attempts to explore the photonic potentials of low-dimensional structures assembled from organic molecules. Then, recent advances in this field are described from the viewpoints of molecules, materials, and devices. Many kinds of optofunctional molecules are designed and synthesized according to the demands in high luminescence yield, nonlinear optical response, and other optical properties. Due to the weak interactions between these molecules, numerous micro- or nanostructures could be prepared via self-assembly or vapor-deposition, bringing the capabilities of light transport and confinement at the wavelength scale. The above advantages provide great possibilities in the fabrication of organic nanophotonic devices, by rationally combining these functional components to manipulate light signals. Finally, we present our views on the current challenges as well as the future development of organic nanophotonic materials and devices. This Account gives a comprehensive understanding of organic nanophotonics, including the design and fabrication of organic micro- or nanocrystals with specific photonic properties and their promising applications in functional nanophotonic components and integrated circuits.